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	Implement a successful JavaScript-rich application with KnockoutJS, jQuery, and Bootstrap


	About This Book

	
		Create rich Internet applications using JavaScript
	
		In a step-by-step manner, explore how to customize and extend KnockoutJS to take your app to the next level
	
		Great examples show how KnockoutJS can simplify your code and make it more robust



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a JavaScript developer who has been using DOM manipulation libraries such as Mootools or Scriptaculous, and you want go further in modern JavaScript development with a simple and well-documented library, then this book is for you. Learning how to use Knockout will be perfect as your next step towards building JavaScript applications that respond to user interaction.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Organize and maintain your code when applications begin to grow
	
		Get to know JavaScript patterns and best practices to keep your code readable
	
		Bind JavaScript objects and DOM elements with practical examples
	
		Integrate and manage events to give the user a better experience
	
		Extend the framework to create your own components
	
		Create a single-page application using the Durandal JavaScript framework
	
		Split your application in modules to keep it engrossing and maintainable
	
		Manage templates to keep your HTML as simple as possible



	In Detail


	KnockoutJS is a Model View ViewModel (MVVM) framework that allows you to simplify the design of complex user. Knockout makes data manipulation simple and leads to maintainable web applications.


	KnockoutJS Essentials gives you an insight into the best practices when designing and building MVVM web applications using the KnockoutJS framework. Packed with real-world tasks, this book starts with an introduction to the Knockout library, helping you make organizational and design decisions. You get a walk-through of the key concepts and terms that are common to development of Knockout applications. Finally, you will learn about the full-stack Knockout framework DurandalJS, which will give you all the tools you need to write complete single-page applications.
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Deterministic and Statistical Methods in Machine Learning: First International Workshop, Sheffield, UK, September 7-10, 2004. Revised LecturesSpringer, 2005
Machine learning is a rapidly maturing field that aims to provide practical methods for data discovery, categorization and modelling. The Sheffield Machine Learning Workshop, which was held 7–10 September 2004, brought together some of the leading international researchers in the field for a series of talks and posters that represented new...
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Outlook 2016 For Dummies (Outlook for Dummies)For Dummies, 2015

	Be more productive and simplify your life with Outlook 2016!


	Ever feel like you're drowning in your inbox? Outlook 2016 For Dummies helps you lower the metaphorical water levels by quickly prioritizing incoming email. Instead of wading through messages and tasks all day, use Outlook as it was intended—as a...
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Linux Troubleshooting for System Administrators and Power Users (Hewlett-Packard Professional Books)Prentice Hall, 2006
Linux is a fast-growing operating system with power and appeal, and enterprises worldwide are quickly adopting the system to utilize its benefits. But as with all operating systems, performance problems do occur causing system administrators to scramble into action. Finally, there is a complete reference for troubleshooting...
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HTML 4.0 in Simple StepsDreamtech Press, 2008
HTML 4.0 in Simple Steps helps you learn HTML 4.0 in the easiest possible way. An easy to understand style, lots of examples to support the given concepts and use of practical approach in presentation are some of the key features that make the book unique in itself. Content in this book is presented in such a way that it will be equally helpful to...
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Secondary Surveillance Radar (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 1988
Starting with a brief precis of the history of radar, this book concentrates on the principles of Secondary Radar, explaining its genesis during the Second World War, and its subsequent development as a significant feature of modern air travel.
This is followed by a comprehensive description of how Secondary Radar functions. It is clearly...
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Collaborative Networks:Reference ModelingSpringer, 2008
Collaborative Networks: Reference Modeling works to establish a theoretical foundation for Collaborative Networks. Particular emphasis is put on modeling multiple facets of collaborative networks and establishing a comprehensive modeling framework that captures and structures diverse perspectives of these complex entities. Further, this...
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